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ABSTRACT

A perioperative nurse leader’s ability to effect positive change and inspir
higher levels of achievement is related to his or her leadership style in th
setting and the leadership style that is present across the organization. The
Nurses Credentialing Center’s Magnet™ designation and redesignatio
requires the demonstration of transformational leadership as one of the co
of excellence. Transformational leadership can increase nurses’ job satisf
commitment to the organization and organizational culture. Engaging staf
in the transition to transformational leadership and developing a commo
vision, and goals are keys to success in the surgical setting. Bass’s four i
leadership components—idealized influence, inspirational motivation, i
stimulation, and individual consideration—and associated behaviors wer
surgical services leaders in an East Coast, two-hospital system to su
achieve redesignation as a Magnet facility. AORN J 93 (June 2011) 7
AORN, Inc, 2011. doi: 10.1016/j.aorn.2010.09.032

Key words: perioperative leadership, transformational leadership, lead
style, Magnet designation.
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Success in the workplace often
gent on a leader’s ability to e
change and inspire others to

of achievement. Much of achievemen
operative setting is related to the lead
that is prevalent in the practice settin
the organization. Daily, nurse leaders
tempt to balance declining reimburse
related to adequate staffing, recruitme

tention; regulatory requirements; and incre
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complexity in technology while main
efficient, quality-focused service. As
these many urgent issues facing perio
nursing leaders, they may not consid
of leadership style and its implication
cial. Given this complex environmen
is imperative that perioperative nursi
not only assess their leadership style,
involve others in their practice area i
asing ment. This assessment can provide a foundation
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for identifying and implementing lea
haviors that have the potential to resu
outcomes for patients and a better wo
ment for staff members. Nursing le
organizations seeking American Nurs
tialing Center (ANCC) Magnet™ des
redesignation need to pay particular a
leadership styles because these styles
the ability to attain or maintain Magn
Transformational leadership is one of
mains that must be addressed in the
net Recognition Program®.1

TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADER
Transformational leadership has been
and discussed in the literature for mo
years. The earliest description of tran
leadership was introduced by Burns i
Burns described this leadership style
by which leaders raise the aspirations
vations of others to higher levels by
higher ideals and values. In this early
of the model, a transformational lead
others with a common purpose and m
achieve a common set of goals. The
fect is that as the leader models a hig
these ideals, values, and behaviors, fo
gin to do so as well.2

Subsequent development of Burns
Bass3 led to the identification of four
lated leadership components with ass
butes that were believed to be essen
leaders to use to demonstrate a mor
mational leadership style. The comp
clude idealized influence, inspiratio
tion, intellectual stimulation, and in
consideration and comprise a transf
leader’s style (Table 1).3

There is a wealth of literature desc
formational leadership, including stud
examined the effectiveness of transfo
leadership in a variety of health care
health care settings over the past 20

ing leaders, however, continue to struggle
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dress a variety of issues related to re
retention; therefore, studies relating t
of transformational leadership in nurs
satisfaction, organizational commitme
organization culture merit considerati

Job Satisfaction
The importance of leadership style w
demonstrated in a study that investig
fluence of factors in the practice env
nurse satisfaction in a large medical
dership style was measured through fo

� freedom to disagree with a superv
� recognition for a job well done,
� respect shown by the manager, an
� adequacy of supervision.

The findings of the study indicated
relationship between staff nurses’ sat
the leadership style of their managers
job satisfaction.4 All of the attributes
this study are those of a transformati
ship style. The findings of this study
ported by the findings of a similar st
examined the relationship of nurse m
formational leadership style and staff
satisfaction. A total of 92 nurse mana
staff nurses who directly reported to
pated in the study, which demonstrat
relationship between a transformation
style and staff nurse job satisfaction.
portant because job satisfaction is a c
in retaining staff members.5

Organizational Commitment
Leaders have the ability to influence
commitment to an organization, and
explored the relationship between lea
and organizational commitment. Avo
Bass6 conducted a study that exami
tionship of the leadership style of m
the organizational commitment of s
in 11 midwestern US hospitals. The
63 nurse managers and 500 staff nu
to ad- study. The authors used the Multifactor Leadership
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Questionnaire (MLQ) as a measure o
ers’ self-assessment of leadership sty
with the staff nurses’ assessment of t
leadership characteristics.6 Their find
strated that staff nurses showed highe
commitment to their organizations w
ceived their nurse managers to be tra
tional leaders.6

Leach7 demonstrated support for th
transformational leadership style on org
commitment in a study that included 1
ing officers, 148 nurse managers, and 6
nurses. The researcher used the Transf
Leadership Profile, developed by Sashk
the Organizational Commitment Scale9

the participants. The study results show

TABLE 1. Components and Attrib

Components of a transformationa
leadership style

Idealized influence

Inspirational motivation

Intellectual stimulation

Individual consideration
transformational leadership was present in th
manag-
pared

anagers’
emon-

els of
ey per-

ma-

ence of
tional
ief nurs-
aff
ional
al,8 and
aluate
at when

environment and was practiced by the
officers and nurse managers, staff mem
being less alienated and more strongly
the organization.7

Organizational Culture
Casida and Pinto-Zipp10 explored the
of nurse managers’ leadership styles
zational culture in a variety of nursin
northeastern US hospital system that
strated excellence in patient satisfacti
Participants included 37 nurse manag
staff nurses. The researchers10 used t
the measure of leadership style and t
Organizational Culture Survey (DOC
amine four types of organizational cu

of Transformational Leadership

Attributes and behaviors exhibited by lea

� Followers identify with their leaders
� Leaders

� are admired, respected, and trusted
� display charisma
� are empathetic and supportive
� serve as mentors and role models
� provide a clear set of values and a collective sense of

� Leaders
� motivate through enthusiasm and challenge
� clearly articulate a vision
� encourage the evolution of individual and team spirit
� clearly support goal achievement

� Leaders
� challenge the norm
� encourage creativity
� encourage team participation in decision making and

solving

� Leaders
� attend to the individual needs of staff members
� express appreciation for individual and team member
� support a climate conducive to personal and professio
� enhance individual team member self-fulfillment and w
utes

l

e work (ie, adaptability, involvement, consistency,
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mission). All participants were provid
study instruments. Nurse managers c
self-assessment using the MLQ and a
pleted the 60-item DOCS survey on
tional culture. Staff nurses used the M
their leader and also completed the D
Findings in this study demonstrated a
of correlation between transformation
behaviors and positive organizational

TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADER
THE MAGNET RECOGNITION P
In light of evidence that continues to
the effectiveness of a transformationa
style in a turbulent health care arena,
increased the expectations regarding
style in the Magnet Recognition Prog
2005 Magnet Recognition Program
on the 14 Forces of Magnetism tha
oped from McClure
and Hinshaw’s
work12 identifying
organizational fac-
tors common in hos-
pitals that were suc-
cessful in recruiting
and retaining pro-
fessional nurses.
One of the 14
forces focuses on the management
levels of nursing leadership. The M
ognition Program requires that appl
able to demonstrate a participative
style on the part of nursing leaders

In 2008, the ANCC announced a n
for its Magnet Recognition Program.
model was the product of a statistica
of the 2005 Magnet model and requi
of evidence. The ANCC identified fiv
nents or domains under which the 14
categorized:

� Transformational Leadership,
� Structural Empowerment,

Leadership
Magnet en
associated
create env
achieving c
Magnet Re
� Exemplary Professional Practice,
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� New Knowledge, Innovations, an
ments, and

� Empirical Outcomes.

Empirical outcomes are a clear foc
new model and are integrated throug
mains. For the first time, the ANCC
sources of evidence for initial Magne
and for hospitals seeking redesignatio
quired sources of evidence for transf
leadership are identical for facilities
tial designation and those seeking red
higher weight is placed on outcomes
seeking redesignation. Personnel at th
are expected to demonstrate that they
tently achieved scores significantly a
mean scores of benchmarked nationa
for patient satisfaction, staff nurse sa
and clinical indicators. Those seeking

tion mus
strate th
continui
higher le
achievem
continuo
ing patie
nursing

Altho
mationa
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mains in the new Magnet model, it is

tion for establishing the necessary str

processes to meet the expectations of

domains and ensure outstanding emp

comes. Leadership is essential in the

Magnet environment, and the behavio

with transformational leadership (eg,

clear vision, a commitment to excelle

ability to motivate and lead others to

of achievement) create environments

sential to achieving compliance with

the Magnet Recognition Program.

The Magnet certification process ex

ssential in the creation of a
ment, and the behaviors
transformational leadership
ents that are essential to
liance with all areas of the
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leadership that are essential to organiza
tiveness: strategic planning; advocacy,
visibility; and accessibility and commu

Strategic Planning
Regarding the strategic planning sour
dence, the ANCC requires applicants
strate congruency between the organi
nursing mission, vision, and value sta
to show how performance improvem
tegic planning are conducted. At the
officer (CNO) level, this includes dem
the ability to provide a vision and str
for professional nursing members in
settings. The ANCC Magnet program
applicants’ mechanisms for strategic
and the extent of the involvement o
of nursing personnel. Of key impor
measureable outcomes that result fr
tegic planning processes. Through s
planning, applicants can establish s
nizational goals that demonstrate in
ciency or organizational effectivene
creases in the number of nurses wh
certifications or baccalaureate or gr
degrees.

Advocacy, Influence, and Visibil
The ability to advocate for resources
patient care and nursing practice is e
every level of nursing practice. The A
ines applicants’ programs for leaders
ment, succession planning, and ment
organization is expected to provide e
how nurses at all levels have advoca
patients and members of the nursing
ples of this may include requesting n
ment, creating new nursing programs
additional personnel. The applicant o
must provide the ANCC with measur
comes that result from this advocacy

As the key advocate for patient ca
ing practice, the CNO must demonstr
cesses used to effect organizational c

give examples of those changes (ie, influe
l effec-
nce, and
on.

f evi-
mon-
al and

nts and
d stra-
nursing
rating

plan
actice

ines
ing
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are the
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r both
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Examples of CNO influence on achie
zation-wide change might be implem
new career ladder, establishment of a
line, or provision of improved benefi
The requirement for organization-wid
the responsibility of the CNO only. L
bility is an essential component in a
workplace to promote ongoing comm
with all levels of the nursing staff.

Accessibility and Communicatio
Access to leaders and opportunities f
and vertical communication is necess
staff members at all levels should ha
opportunities to participate in organiz
sion making and have input into prac
Staff members are expected to partic
ing and organizational committees, p
during staff meetings, and have a sha
making model of practice. Shared go
the typical model for shared decision
found in Magnet-designated organiza
ativity and innovation are expected in
environment. The ANCC expectation
members will be recognized, celebrat
warded for their creativity, and innov
communication are a large part of th
organizations create numerous ways
and recognize members of the staff.
bers may be recognized openly thro
gratulatory newsletters, intranet rec
special recognition luncheons, e-ma
announcements, and acknowledgem
one-on-one communication.

PERIOPERATIVE TRANSFORMA
LEADERSHIP
Directors of surgical services, periop
vice leaders, educators, and other nur
surgical arena are uniquely positione
transformational leadership behaviors
excellent patient outcomes. Nurses in
services can serve as catalysts for int
transformational leadership behaviors
nce). perioperative services and within the organization.
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This would be of benefit whether me
organization are attempting to achiev
Magnet designation, applying for red
simply pursuing a more positive wor
ment. Adopting a transformational le
proach to managing surgical services
shared goal for the perioperative serv
the support of leaders and staff mem
of Bass’s model and associated attrib
haviors may be of value to nursing le
ing to adopt transformational behavio
perioperative setting. Such attributes
iors can be adopted to meet the sourc
dence required by the Magnet Recog
Program.

Leaders, staff members, and educa
two-hospital system in Lynchburg, V
cessfully demonstrated transformation
behaviors and attributes in meeting th
tions for redesignation in the Magnet
Program by implementing elements o
model. The combined annual surgica
the two hospitals is 15,350 procedure
range of surgical ser-
vices is provided to
patients on both an
inpatient and outpa-
tient basis. This hos-
pital system first ob-
tained designation as
Magnet facilities in
2005. While we were
preparing for redes-

ignation in 2009, the ANCC publishe

2008 Magnet Recognition Program a
manual. The new requirements neces
organization-wide transition to meet
tions of the new model, including a c
on transformational leadership.1

Assessing Leadership Style
In anticipation of meeting the expect
new Magnet model, nursing leaders a

In Magnet
idealized in
and attribu
and by hav
providing e
ties conducted a comprehensive 360-degre
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sessment of the leadership style of nu
nurse educators, chairpersons of all s
nance councils, and staff nurses who
fied by their nurse manager as aspirin
nurse leaders. The goals of this asses
to identify the leadership style of the
groups, ensure that these groups were
in their leadership style, and identify
education about transformational lead

Although there are several tools fo
leadership style, we used the MLQ b
established reliability and validity an
is widely used in assessments of this
MLQ measures a broad range of lead
from passive-avoidant leaders to tran
leaders (ie, leaders who give rewards
who perform according to the leader’
tions) to transformational leaders (ie,
transform their followers into becom
themselves). The full range of leader
has been widely discussed in the lite
is summarized in Table 2.

After the 360-degree surveys were
we perfo
tistical a
provided
each ind
participa
survey a
aggregat
each cat
ticipants
gregate

indicated that all groups scored well w
range of the transformational leadershi
we made the decision to use the survey
an example of our baseline leadership

Idealized Influence
The attributes of Bass’s concept of id
fluence include behaviors that indicat
bers identify with the leader and resp
the leader, who provides mentoring a

onments, leaders model
ce by demonstrating behaviors

hat ensure a trusting environment
an open door policy and
oyees with individual access.
envir
fluen
tes t
ing
mpl
e as- eling. A leader who is charismatic and supportive
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and provides a clear mission and set
influences staff members. In Magnet
ments, leaders model idealized influe
onstrating behaviors and attributes th
trusting environment and by having a
policy and providing employees with
access. Staff members are aware of a
commitment, support, and empathy b
see the leader actively listening to sta
and addressing their concerns. Emplo
tions provide the leader with opportu
mentoring and coaching. When leade
open, honest, and trusting relationshi
members feel empowered to share an
discuss concerns and proposed soluti

TABLE 2. Leadership Styles and

Style Be

Transformational � Leader
� displays confid
� creates a collec
� seeks creative

solving
� acts as a ment
� considers the i

needs

Transactional � Leadership is base
between the leade

� Style involves givin
return for their com
authority (eg, incen
increases)

� Leaders specify the
and there is focuse
from this standard

Passive avoidant � Leader
� avoids getting
� is absent when
� avoids making
� delays respond
fear of penalty from the leader.
lues
on-
y dem-
ure a
n door
idual

er’s
e they
mbers

nterac-
for

velop
aff
nly
ithout

For example, the new employee in
cess at our hospital provides an aven
ers to establish a trusting relationship
members. During the two-part intervi
the perioperative leader conducts the
cant screening interview and then sta
conduct a candidate interview. Staff
empowered to provide feedback to m
make recommendations as to whethe
an applicant will be an optimal fit fo
of the practice setting.

Support and empathy on the part o
helps to create a nonpunitive environ
event of a near miss in practice, our
leaders encourage self-reporting of

ciated Behaviors

r Outcomes

nse of mission
ches to problem

teacher
al and his or her

� Leader is
� admired and respected
� optimistic
� enthusiastic
� influential
� able to motivate others
� able to meet the goals of the o

� Staff members are
� optimistic
� enthusiastic
� satisfied with the leader

reciprocal exchange
llowers

loyees something in
e and acceptance of
ay raises, status

ards of performance
tion to any deviance

� Leader and staff members exchan
services to satisfy their independe

� Staff members are motivated by th
of reward for their compliance

� Focus is on day-to-day operations
term goal accomplishment

� Leaders are viewed as authority fig

d in important issues
d
ns
urgent situations

� Staff members
� are not satisfied with the leade
� do not receive developmental
� lack empowerment
� have no commitment to estab
Asso

havio

ence
tive se

approa

or and
ndividu

d on a
r and fo
g emp
plianc
tives, p

stand
d atten

involve
neede

decisio
ing to
Self-reporting of these incidents provides an
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opportunity for discussion between th
staff member and the leader. They ca
analysis of the event and brainstorm
vention strategies, which provide an
for improvement. This can only be a
by keeping communication channels

Staff nurses, nurse educators, and
our hospital collaborated to establis
mission and philosophy statement f
operative practice area that support
and values of the organization. Sha
mon mission and value statement su
tual understanding of the shared res
for patient care. We have posted ou
statement in the perioperative areas

Inspirational Motivation
Elements of Bass’s inspirational mot
ponent include motivating staff mem
identifying a clear vision and the me
port goal achievement. Implementing
of behaviors (eg, enthusiasm on the p
leader, challenging staff members to
of achievement, establishing shared a

S

Our job and our “passion
other. We provide high-q

The perioperative staff m
philosophy: 

 Members of the p
collaboration wit
meeting their psy
improve their sta

 The perioperative
patient needs usin
compromise the q

 Because of the co
extensive orienta
members to enab

Figure 1. Example of a surgical service
for goal achievement) can foster a collecti
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spirit. These attributes were fundame

lishing a strong strategic planning pr

strategic planning processes begin wi

of directors and senior leaders, and g

disseminated to all departments. Mem

board and senior leaders have identifi

cal success factors—people, service,

ciency, and finance—that drive strate

in all departments. On an annual bas

sing division conducts an all-day stra

ning process that includes all nursing

ucators, and chairs of shared governa

Participants produce the annual goals

and all service lines, which they brin

or departmental level as appropriate.

bers in surgical services use the five

cess factors and the established nursi

set departmental goals. After periope

members and leaders determine goals

partment, they display them on the d

knowledge bulletin board for everyon

and these are updated as needed. On

basis, leaders present reports on the s

 
al Services Mission Statement 

o serve and care for our patients, customers, and each 
 service and courtesy to all. 

rs and leaders support and promote the following 

rative service have the responsibility to work in 
r members of the health care team to assist patients in 
cial, physiological, economic, and spiritual needs to 
ellness. 
s provide continuity of care designed to meet individual 
nursing process in a cost-effective manner that does not 
 of care. 
 and varying needs of our population of patients, 
d continuing education programs are provided to staff 
 to deliver safe, efficient care. 

sion statement.
urgic

” are t
uality

embe

eriope
h othe
choso
te of w
 nurse
g the 
uality
mplex

tion an
le them
ve team achievement to staff members at departmental
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meetings and shared governance cou
members are integral to establishing
ing the goals; therefore, they have a
shared ownership in attaining unit go
for goal achievement is evident amon
bers and leaders, as is a collective se
part of a team.

Intellectual Stimulation
Challenging the norm, creativity, and
in decision making are critical eleme
Bass model and in the Magnet Recog
gram. In light of this, both of our fac
developed a strong model for shared
which forms the foundation for decis
related to patient care and nursing pr
The model includes unit-based counc
nursing department that focus on qua
sources, education, and practice. The
ernance board maintains oversight re
for governance activities and include
tives from all service lines, nursing e
clinical nurse specialists, and the CN
nurse chairs the nursing governance
the CNO is an active participant.

There are three very active shared
councils in surgical services. The cou
a resource council, a professional edu
cil, and a quality improvement counc
of each council have influential roles
ing decisions involving surgical servi
ample, an issue that was raised in a c
cently was the need for fair and equi
member coverage during holidays an
Historically, staff members submitted
time off over holidays or weekends t
granted on a “first come, first served
a scheduling perspective, managers f
cult to meet staff coverage on holida
members expressed dissatisfaction w
cess. The unit manager decided to en
of the resource council members, wh
developed holiday and vacation guid

decisions they made were incorporated int
Staff
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rnance,
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d staff
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icy, and staff members are now more
with the process.

The professional education counci
meet annually to determine staff edu
petency requirements. They work col
with the education coordinator to sch
competency laboratories and voluntee
peer coaches for competency assessm
teer coaches commit to becoming ex
ticular high-risk, low-volume procedu
equipment use. Increasing the volum
contributes to staff member confiden
sense of professional purpose. The pr
education council members also iden
tional topics for bimonthly education

Members of the quality improvem
provide suggestions that are instrume
tifying concerns and developing new
meet department goals. Council mem
the manager by analyzing waste repo
ing chart audits, determining solution
dure delays, and maintaining complia
goals of the Surgical Care Improvem
Department leaders actively support
council members and encourage them
outside the box” and use creative and
methods to improve the practice setti
ity and innovation are hallmarks of t
Recognition Program.1

Individual Consideration
Attention to the needs of the individu
tion and appreciation for achievemen
ive climate for professional growth, a
tion of the need for self-fulfillment a
elements of the individual considerat
nent. Recognizing the importance of
ments, perioperative nursing leaders
ties were aware of the need to allow
emerge as leaders.

We implemented a program to cre
cialty coordinator positions for all su
lines. Establishing these new position
o pol- individuals to take risks, be innovative, and meet
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their individual needs for growth and
ment. These service coordinators hav
omy to manage their specialty servic
patient care, equipment, and supplies
to budget planning; requisition purch
critically analyze processes in the ser
cialty. Coordinators work collaborativ
surgeons to assess and address specifi
care needs. Coordinators also have th
nity to attend and network at regiona
tional conferences related to their ser
opportunity allows coordinators to brin
information back to hospital staff mem
cate and discuss best practices, and to
miliar with enhanced technology that m
be implemented to continue to improve

Leaders recognize staff members f
fessional accomplishments (eg, clinic
promotion, obtaining certification) wi
e-mails, and flyers; during shift hudd
the beginning of each shift; and at st
We also recognize new staff memb
ing a flyer on the unit that includes
lists the new employee’s credential
new employee arrives in the depart
she is greeted by this welcoming fl
information also allows current staf
and physicians to become familiar
employee’s name, background, and
Sometimes, to welcome new emplo
brate staff accomplishments, OR sta
have a themed lunch to which they
favorite dishes to share and usually
provided by the department leaders
staff members plan these celebratio
cheons every other month. At Chris
staff members plan a special lunche
and invite many retired OR staff m
and physicians.

Professional development is impor
proving patient outcomes and advanc
operative nursing profession. We enc
taining professional certification beca

demonstrates the perioperative nurse’s com
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the OR at one of the hospitals, 30%
CNOR certification and 36% have ei
lor’s or master’s degree in nursing. W
CNOR certification and provide educ
portunities for maintaining certificatio
administrators allocate funds for loca
tional professional conference attenda
the department’s educational fund the
Seminars and Conferences for OR Ed
(SCORE) and define the guidelines f
tion of these education funds. The m
the professional educational council a
shared governance council in collabo
the leadership team created the SCOR
to provide for fair and equitable distr
the funds and foster dissemination of
to peers.

During their orientation, we mento
operative staff members on the impo
tification, professional standards, and
active professionally. AORN promote
fits of perioperative certification as e
personal commitment to patient care,
stration of the proficient application o
in practice standards, and as a way to
professional credibility.15 Essential p
study resources recommended by AO
ing current literature and textbooks r
practice setting, are available on care
our libraries for perioperative staff m

Members of our shared governanc
play a key role in planning an annua
treat for all staff members in surgica
Nursing leaders budget for this retrea
professional speakers to present educ
ings. We pay staff members for their
and plan the retreat for a Saturday to
maximum participation. Staff membe
possible themes for the annual retrea
vote on the entries. The most recent
theme was “Taking Care of Your Fa
Operation.” We design T-shirts with
mit- theme on them and give one to each staff member
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at the conclusion of
the retreat. Program
evaluations to date
have been very posi-
tive, and staff mem-
bers say they really

enjoy the day.

Transformational leaders foster gro

ers and are valuable to the organizati

they help each member of the staff m

her individual needs.16 Leaders at ou

encourage staff members to further th

sional growth and development throu

cal Advancement Program (CAP). Th

our clinical ladder program, which pr

levels of opportunity to advance to h

of recognition based on specific acco

in practice. The program stimulates p

growth by providing rewards and rec

exemplary achievements. The progra

tary, with guidelines provided for eac

clinical expertise. In addition, the pro

quality patient care by encouraging e

the bedside. Applicants provide evide

pertise by submitting a professional p

the CAP committee members. Applic

must demonstrate that they have met

tions for the level they are seeking. O

nurses serve as leaders in our units, s

knowledge by conducting inservice p

completing unit projects, participating

in committees and professional organ

spearheading evidence-based changes

practice.

Outcomes
As an outcome-oriented organization

focused processes for evaluating pati

tion and clinical indicators and also k

that measure the effects of leadership

on members of the staff. On an annu

professional nurses participate in an
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RN satisfaction. Our nurses’ scores a
cantly above the mean score in overa
tion when compared with similar uni
database. Currently, we use the Jacks
faction Survey17 as our measurement
interest that RN satisfaction scores ar
high among new nurses. Scores obtai
nurses within one year of their emplo
demonstrated a high degree of satisfa
overall teamwork, the work environm
ceiving feedback regarding their job
Strong retention programs have resul
nating the use of agency or travel nu
facility. Currently, the perioperative s
vacancy rate is 2%, and average turn
Implementing transformational leader
iors in surgical services has resulted
outcomes for our organization at a ti
areas of the United States continue to
difficulty in recruiting experienced pe
staff members.

IMPLICATIONS FOR SURGICAL
SERVICES LEADERS
Perioperative leaders have the opport
professional growth and greater effec
using a transformational leadership s
portant to conduct a leadership style
that will provide a baseline determin
predominant leadership style across t
line. If the assessment reveals that le
styles lack congruency or less-than-p
ership styles are evident, it is importa
cate leaders in transformational leade
associated behaviors. Mentoring, role
developmental workshops, and perfor

al leaders foster growth in others
le to the organization because
member of the staff meet his or
eeds.
tion
luab
ach

ual n
the uation play a critical role in this process.
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Engaging staff members in the tra
transformational leadership is anothe
cess in the surgical setting. Involvem
and service line decision making fost
tonomy, which has the potential to p
levels of job engagement, commitme
ganization, and satisfaction. Leaders
the mission, vision, and strategic plan
ration with staff nurses. Shared devel
the service line goals is an important
in promoting a sense of ownership fo
achievement.

Leaders of organizations seeking i
designation or redesignation should c
amine current ANCC expectations ou
Magnet application manual and recog
transformational leadership is essenti
ing the necessary structures and proc
a successful Magnet application.

Editor’s note: Magnet and Magnet Re

Program are registered trademarks of

Nurses Credentialing Center, Silver Sp
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